Mercruiser axius

Axius is a sterndrive control system from MerCruiser that takes advantage of advances in
computer and electronic technology developed for the Zeus pod drive system. Axius
sterndrives provide considerable more lateral control than conventional sterndrives, allowing
the boat to move sideways, at an angle or rotate within its own length. Read the other stories in
this propulsion package: Dawn of the diesel outboard? Designed for twin-engine applications,
Axius is a combination of several components that are electrically interconnected to provide
almost seamless directional control of the boat, without the use of bow or stern thrusters The
drives can rotate independently up to 30 degrees outboard Zeus pod drives rotate up to 45
degrees , allowing the full thrust of the prop to be directed for precise maneuvering. Axius
breathes new life into sterndrive systems that appear to have been bypassed in the technology
race over the past few years. Beyond 40 feet is where conventional inboards and pod drives
come into the picture. That seems to cover a lot of ground, providing alternatives for the boater
who is looking for a midsize package he can own and operate. The user control that brings
Axius to life is the SmartCraft joystick, which provides intuitive directional and speed control.
Like the pod drive systems, Axius needs to be experienced to be truly appreciated.
Experiencing the simplicity of operation and enhanced overall performance of Axius-powered
boats has reopened my eyes to sterndrive boats and their flexibility. Operation of
Axius-controlled boats is intuitive. If you want the boat to go directly to starboard, just push the
joystick to the right. The joystick allows you to move at an angle, such as forward and to
starboard at the same time, by moving the joystick accordingly. Minor midcourse alterations are
just as simple. Axius lets you turn the boat degrees within its own length by simply rotating the
joystick knob. The independently articulating drives work to create additional thrust and
leverage, thereby spinning the boat in its own length. The more rotation you give to the joystick,
the quicker that the boat will turn. The rate or speed of boat movement also is controlled by the
joystick. To increase boat speed in a specific direction, just move the joystick a bit further. The
boat will follow the joystick, with directional control and thrust proportional to the degree of
joystick movement. When you back off on the control, the boat responds instantly. Parallel
docking between other boats is made almost effortless. Just pull up alongside, find the open
space and move the joystick directly toward the dock. The boat moves neatly into the vacant
space. Any compensation required for the effect of wind and current can easily be handled with
slight movements of the control. The feature-laden Axius Plus, with its auto yaw control,
simplifies this even more. When more finely tuned docking maneuvers are required, such as
maneuvering within a slip or confined area, you can select the docking mode, which provides
for more-. The ease of controlling the boat masks the actual operation of the drives, but there is
a lot going on below and behind. While you are effortlessly moving the joystick, the sterndrives
are operating independently without tie bars , steering in different directions while
simultaneously applying thrust, often in opposing directions, and seamlessly responding to
your joystick input. Conventional sterndrives require the user to select forward or reverse gears
and combine throttle and steering input for each drive â€” all while trying to determine if the
boat is reacting as you anticipated. With Axius, joystick movement is translated into boat
movement. It also allows you to alter that course in degree increments. I found this feature
especially helpful when parallel docking in windy conditions with an opposing, swiftly moving
current. Yaw control allowed me to concentrate on the boats docked tight in on both ends of
ours. It allowed me to minimize one concern and operation from the undocking process. The
Axius system has to be programmed and calibrated by the manufacturer for each specific boat
model in which it is installed, because each vessel has its own particular handling and
performance characteristics. My test boat was limited to 1, rpm. Axius is an impressive system
that certainly enhances sterndrive performance and handling. Aside from the low-speed
maneuvering aspect, MerCruiser reports that when compared with inboard performance, Axius
is quicker to get up on plane and will do so at lower speed. It reportedly raises fuel efficiency by
more than 30 percent and top speed by 20 to 25 percent, according to the manufacturer. It costs
less than pod systems and offers power choices of to hp gasoline engines in addition to the
diesel packages. Although I have not seen any firm price structure, partially due to the variables
in engine, boat and accessory combinations, there will be a premium. Digital Boat Show. Under
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Does anyone know if you can add the Skyhook feature to a boat that just has the axius joystick
system. I would think it would be possible since it uses the same motors and controls for the

joystick to hold it in place but cant seem to find anything online talking about it. That guy needs
a refresher Merc Class You can add a joystick to the boat. I have seen both advertised in
boating magazines. That was for the Volvo EVC. Maybe it's less expensive now. If I had twins
and that kind of spare loot to kick around, I might consider it but only if I was sure that it's an
ergonomic retrofit and wouldn't cause any other issues. We were recently talking about this
since we're using the anchor a lot more on the new boat vs the older boat. We don't have
joysticks given the boat but If you have to leave the engine running, that's just burning gas for
nothing. We were thinking it'd be neat if it was hooked up to an electric trolling motor that could
handle this. And I guess on SkyHook, no one swimming in the water while it's on since the prop
would come on and off. I have th joystick acoustic system love it I was wondering if I could
upgrade to have the skyhook. First question to answer, does your Axius Joystick have the
Skyhook button? If yes, the following links will help you. If no, engage your dealer. That's what I
tell everyone, especially my clients! You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed.
Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic
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27, My boat I equipt with one and it is awesome. Hatem Posted July 27, Benda23 Posted July 27,
Curt Posted July 28, Posted July 28, Hatem Posted July 28, Join the conversation You can post
now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Axius, developed by the MerCruiser division of Mercury Marine, provides boat drivers with a
joystick control system which makes vessel manoeuvring, including mooring, unbelievably
easy. With the Axius system, a novice driver can operate and even dock a boat with virtually the
same control as an experienced boater. This precision control derives from the use of two
independently articulating Bravo Three drives that, through the Axius system, work in concert
manoeuvring the boat wherever you want it. Axius can take advantage of the electro hydraulic
power steering, providing a smooth lock-to-lock turning response. In addition to everything the
Axius system has to offer are some exciting piloting features. Standard with the Axius Plus
System is Vessel View which includes a wealth of information from engine management ,
diagnostics, trip information and fuel management. Auto heading makes piloting a boat simple
with the push of a button to lock onto a compass setting directly to your destination. Another
substantial benefit of the Axius sterndrive control system is the superior fuel economy and
performance it derives from sterndrive engines over conventional shaft drive. Axius is now
available as an option on all Bayliner and Maxum boats fitted with MerCruiser 5. It will also be
available with Cummins MerCruiser Diesel 2. Feet Metres. Sold Only. Click here to read more.
Full degree movement. Intuitive, controlled and precise. Both speed and direction. A simple
push or twist of the joystick. Manage wind, waves and current. No stress, no "false attempts,"
no problems in tight quarters. Even a novice can now handle a boat like a pro. Note: Available
with the Axius Premier package. The outstanding warranty coverage on Mercury engines also
extends to the controls and rigging components on your boat. If your builder or dealer uses
genuine Mercury gauges and controls when installing the new engine on your boat, the
warranty coverage for those rigging components now matches the total warranty of your
engine. Not all features are available on all engines. You can order all available Mercury
literature onl
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ine or through any authorized Mercury dealer. Please have your outboard or sterndrive serial
number before placing the order. Purchase a Manual. Please consider upgrading to a more
up-to-date browser. The most popular browsers are Chrome , Edge , and Safari. Upgrading to
the latest version of one of these will make the web safer, faster, and better looking. This
website uses cookies to enhance and improve your browsing experience. By closing this
message, I acknowledge and accept the Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy and the Cookie Policy,
and agree that my information may be transferred to the U. Sign Up. Learn More. Learn More
about Skyhook. Single-handed control. You're fully covered. Learn More about the Warranty
Coverage. Find a Dealer. Use my Current Location Loading Sign up to receive the latest tips,
promotions and news from Mercury. Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the
latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended.

